Volt
Kit
Feel the power
of electricity
Age 0-14

Price $799

No. of rides 6

Volt Kit Rides
Buster

Ages 4-14

The ‘SUV’ amongst our rides! The driver
sits high and dry, overlooking the streets.
The dual-speed electric motor and the high
quality disk brake make allow you to cruise
around at your own pace. Got stuck? Just hit
the reverse button, but be sure to look behind
you ;-) . Do you like its off road appearance
as much as we do?

Ages 4-12

Go-Kart
This is Infento’s take on a childhood
classic. Passionate about racing?
You will definitely love the sportive design
of this ride. And the lithium-ion battery will
ensure you can you can go for 45 minutes
continuous runtime (!). When you need
a break, the high quality disk brake will
bring to a halt in no-time. There’s always
the reverse button. Are you the next Lewis
Hamilton? 3, 2 ,1, GO!

Ages 4-14

Quad

This ATV-like ride awakes the young
explorer in you. The powerful dual-speed
electric motor makes it easy to go through
puddles and over road bumps with great
ease. And when your expedition brings you
to a dead end, there’s always a reverse
button next to your throttle ;-) . Ready for
you first expedition? Jump on your Quad!

Ages 5-12

Bender

This is a crowd’s favourite! Bend to the left,
bent to the right and… the Bender follows
the lead! This unexpected steering system
makes you will feel like a professional MotoGP
motorcyclist, while giving the stability of two
front wheels. Considering how fun it is, you will
be grateful it only takes 2 hours to fully charge
the battery. Lean in and start racing!

Ages 6-14

Minibike

Electric fun on two wheels. A real minibike
for the biker-minded girls and boys among
us. The brushless DC motor make for a
great companion. This is reliable, efficient
and longer lasting. Excited? It’s time to zoom
away full throttle!

Hot Rod

Ages 8-14

This is our tribute to an iconic American
symbol: the Hot Rod. This lowrider beauty
will definitely turn some heads as you
go by. And it’s not just looks! With 20 nm
of torque at your fingertips, you’ll also zoom
away at a staggering 7mph (11km/h).
Ready to claim your title as king of
the road?

Volt Kit Box
No. of Master Boxes
2

No. of Parts
823

The Volt Kit will come in two master boxes, which will contain 8 smaller,
easy to store boxes. Each small box comes with a special foam inlay to
keep parts well structured and protected.
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